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Abstract 
The Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS) is an iterative method for solving nonsymmetric l near systems of equations. 
However, during the iteration large residual norms may appear, which may lead to inaccurate approximate solutions or 
may even deteriorate the convergence rate. Instead of squaring the Bi-CG polynomial as in CGS, we propose to consider 
products of two nearby Bi-CG polynomials which leads to generalized CGS methods, of which CGS is just a particular 
case. This approach allows the construction of methods that converge less irregularly than CGS and that improve on other 
convergence properties as well. Here, we are interested in a property that got less attention in literature: we concentrate 
on retaining the excellent approximation qualities of CGS with respect o components of the solution in the direction of 
eigenvectors a sociated with extreme igenvalues. This property seems to be important in connection with Newton's cheme 
for nonlinear equations: our numerical experiments show that the number of Newton steps may decrease significantly when 
using a generalized CGS method as linear solver for the Newton correction equations. 
Keywords: Nonsymmetric linear systems; Krylov subspace; Iterative solvers; Bi-CG; CGS; BiCGstab((); Nonlinear 
systems; Newton's method 
AMS classification: 65F10 
1. Introduction 
There is no best iterative method for solving linear systems of equations [15]. However, in many 
applications a particular method is preferred. CGS [24] is a frequently used method, but the popularity 
of CGS has diminished over time, because of its irregular convergence behavior. Nevertheless, in
some situations, for instance, when in combination with Newton's method for nonlinear equations 
in the context of device simulations, CGS is often still the method of choice. 
* Corresponding author. Current address: ISE Integrated Systems Engineering AG, Technopark Ziirich, Technoparkstrasse 
1, CH-8005 Zurich, Switzerland. E-mail: fokkema@ise.ch. 
1 Personal communication by W. Schilders and M. Driessen, Philips Research Laboratories. They have also observed 
that for their semiconductor device modeling, where the system is often expressed in terms of voltages, the conservation 
of currents is better maintained when working with CGS. 
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The observation is that a Newton scheme in combination with CGS usually solves the nonlinear 
problem in less Newton steps than a Newton scheme in combination with other iterative methods. 
And although other methods, e.g., Bi-CGSTAB, sometimes need less iteration steps to solve the 
linear equations involved, Newton in combination with CGS turns out to be more efficient (see also 
our examples in Section 7). 
For other situations where CGS or CGS-type of methods, i.e., TFQMR [7], are preferred, see 
[1; 13, pp. 128-133]. 
However, the large intermediate r siduals produced by CGS badly affect its speed of convergence 
and limit its attainable accuracy [23], and this in turn has a (very) negative ffect on the convergence 
of the overall Newton process. 
In this paper we discuss variants of CGS that have improved convergence properties, while still 
having the important "quadratic reduction" property discussed below. 
We will now try to explain why CGS may be so successful as a linear solver in a Newton 
scheme. In our heuristic arguments the eigensystem, the eigenvalues 2j, and the eigenvectors v j, of 
the local Jacobian matrices (the matrices of partial derivatives of the nonlinear problem, evaluated 
at the approximation) play a role. We consider the components of the approximate solutions and 
residuals in the direction of these eigenvectors, distinguishing between components associated with 
exterior eigenvalues ("exterior components") and components associated with interior eigenvalues 
("interior components"). By "exterior" and "interior" we refer to the position of the eigenvalue in 
the convex hull of the spectrum of the Jacobian matrix. 
CGS (cf. Section 2) is based on Bi-CG [6, 12]. This linear solver tends to approximate he exterior 
components of the solution better and faster than the interior components [11, 19]. Any residual of 
a linear solver that we consider can be represented by a polynomial in the matrix representing the 
linear system (for instance, the Bi-CG residual can be written as  ?.Bi-CG • c~k(A)ro, where ~bk is a 
polynomial of degree k) and the size of the eigenvector components of the residual is proportional 
to the (absolute) value of the polynomial in the associated eigenvalue (for instance for Bi-CG 
rBi-CG n 
= E j=,   k( j)Vj) - 
The absolute value of Bi-CG polynomials tends to be smaller in the exterior eigenvalues than in the 
interior ones. A small component dpk(2j)vj of the residual rk means that the corresponding component 
of the solution xk is well approximated. CGS polynomials are the squares of Bi-CG polynomials: 
..CGS (~2(A)ro. Therefore, CGS approximations tend to the residual of CGS can be written as r k = 
have very accurate xterior components. A polynomial associated with, for instance, the BiCGstab 
methods is the product of a Bi-CG polynomial and another polynomial of the same degree ( r  BiCGstab = 
~k(A)(~k(A)ro). This other polynomial (a product of locally minimizing degree 1 polynomials for Bi- 
CGSTAB (~k(t)=l~=l(1 --~oit)) and a product of such polynomials of degree f for BiCGstab(f)) 
does not have this strong tendency of reducing in exterior eigenvalues better than in the interior 
ones. Therefore, comparing approximations with residuals of comparable size (2-norm), we may 
expect hat approximate solutions as produced by a BiCGstab method have exterior components hat 
are less accurate than those of the CGS approximations, since the error components are larger. Of 
course, with respect o interior components, the situation will be in favor of the BiCGstab methods. 
Now, we come to the implication for Newton's method. The nonlinearity of the problem seems 
often stronger in the (linear combination of) exterior components han in the (linear combination of) 
interior ones. This fact explains the nice convergence properties in the outer iteration when CGS is 
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used in the inner iteration of Newton's process. CGS tends to deliver approximate solutions of which 
the exterior components are very accurate. With respect o these components, the Newton process, 
in which the linear systems are solved approximately by CGS, compares to a Newton process in 
which the linear systems are solved exactly, while this may not be true for the Newton process in 
combination with the BiCGstab methods (or others). 
In summary, we wish to retain in our modifications the attractive property of CGS that it converges 
faster with respect o exterior components within a Newton method, without losing its efficiency, 
the fact that it is transpose free, and its fast convergence. However, we wish to avoid irregular 
convergence and large intermediate r siduals, since they may badly affect the speed of convergence 
of the inner iteration. 
Techniques as proposed in, e.g., [26,16,22] smooth down the convergence by operating a posteriori 
on approximates and residuals. Although they may lead to more accurate approximates ( ee the 
"additional note" in Section 7 or [22]), they do not change the speed of convergence. For a detailed 
discussion, see [22]. 
The polynomial associated with our new methods is the product of the Bi-CG polynomial with 
another "nearby" polynomial of the same degree (Section 4). We refer to these methods as 9en- 
era l ized CGS methods. They are about as efficient as CGS per iteration step (Section 4). We pay 
special attention to the case where this second polynomial is a Bi-CG polynomial (Section 6.1 ) of 
another (nearby) Bi-CG process, or a polynomial closely related to such a Bi-CG polynomial (Sec- 
tion 6.2). The difference between the square of a Bi-CG polynomial and the product of two "nearby" 
Bi-CG polynomials of the same degree may seem insignificant, but, as we will see in our numerical 
examples in Section 7, this approach may lead to faster convergence in norm as well as to more 
accurate results. Moreover, this approach seems to improve the convergence of (exterior components 
in) nonlinear schemes. A discussion on the disadvantages of squaring the Bi-CG polynomial can be 
found in Section 3. Since we are working with products of Bi-CG polynomials, the new methods 
reduce exterior components comparable fast as CGS (Section 6.1). It is obvious that Bi-CG and 
the ideas behind CGS are essential in deriving the new methods and therefore Bi-CG and CGS are 
discussed in Section 2. In that section we also introduce most of our notation. 
2. Bi-CG and CGS 
The Bi-CG method [6, 12] is an iterative solution scheme for linear systems 
Ax = b 
in which A is some given nonsingular n × n matrix and b some given n-vector. Typically n is large 
and A is sparse. For ease of presentation, we assume A and b to be real. 
Starting with an initial guess x0, each iteration of Bi-CG computes an approximation xk to the 
solution. It is well known that the Bi-CG residual rk=b-Axk  can be written as c~k(A)ro where ~bk is 
a certain polynomial in the space T'~ of all polynomials ~ of degree k for which ~(0) = 1. The Bi-CG 
polynomial ~bk is implicitly defined by the Bi-CG algorithm through a coupled two-term recurrence: 
U k ~ F k - -  ~kUk_ l ,  
rk+~ = rk -- ~kAuk. 
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The iteration coefficients ~t and flk follow from the requirement that rk and Au~, are orthogonal to 
the Krylov subspace /Ct(AT;~0) of order k, generated by A T and an arbitrary, but fixed 70. 
If (q~k) is some sequence of polynomials of degree k with a nontrivial eading coefficient 0t then 
(see [24] or [20]): 
0t-1 Pt Pt 
- and ~t=- - ,  (1) 
/~t 0t at -~ ~k 
where 
pk = (rt, q~t(AT)r0) and at = (Au~, q~t(AV)~0). 
Ok- 1 
Ot 
and thus 
(2) 
In standard Bi-CG the polynomial 4~t is taken to be the same as the Bi-CG polynomial: ~k = qSt, 
where q~t is such that rt = (gt(A)ro. This leads to another coupled two-term recurrence in the Bi-CG 
algorithm: 
~k+l = ~t - ~tATfit. 
Since A and b are assumed to be real, this means that ~t and ATfik are orthogonal to the Krylov 
subspace /Ck(A;r0), in particular the sequences (rt) and (~k) are bi-orthogonal. Of course, other 
choices for ~b t are possible. For instance, when A and b are complex and if we still want to have 
bi-orthogonality, then we should choose q~t = q~t. 
The leading coefficient of ~bt is ( -a t - l ) ( -a t - z ) ' "  ( -a0)  and therefore we have that 
-1  
~k-  1 
i l k -  -1  Pk and , :~k-  Pk 
0~k- 10"k- I Ok 
A pseudo-code for the standard Bi-CG algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. 
It was Sonneveld [24] who suggested to rewrite the inner products o as to avoid the operations 
with A T , e.g., 
Pk = (rk, q~k(AV)r0) = (~k(A)rk,-ro), (3) 
and to take advantage of both qSk and q~k for the reduction of the residual by generating recurrences 
for the vectors rk = ~k(A)rk. In fact, he suggested to take ~k = ~b~, which led to the CGS method: 
rk = qb~(A)ro. The corresponding search directions uk for the corresponding approximation xk can 
be easily constructed. In this approach the Bi-CG residuals rk and search directions uk themselves 
are not computed explicitly, nor are they needed in the process. See Algorithm 2 for CGS. 
As is explained in [25], qSk(A) may not be a particularly well suited reductionoperator f ~bt(A)r0. 
But, as we will see in Section 3, there are more arguments for not selecting ~b t = q~t. For instance, 
we wish to avoid irregular convergence and large intermediate r siduals. In [25] it was suggested to 
choose q~t as a product of linear factors, which were constructed to minimize residuals in only one 
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direction at a time. This led to the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm. This was further generalized to a com- 
posite of higher-degree factors which minimize residuals over Y-dimensional subspaces: BiCGStab2, 
for ~ = 2, in [10], and BiCGstab(f), the more efficient and more stable variant also for general ~, 
in [20, 23] (see also [21]). 
Choose an initial guess Xo and some ~0 
ro = b - Axo 
u_ j  = '~_~ = O, ~-1  = a -1  = 1 
for k = O, 1,2,... do 
Pk = (rk,rk) 
flk = ( - -1 /~k- l  ) (pk/trk-1)  
U k ~-  r k - -  ~kUk_ l  
C =Auk  
ok = (c,-~k )
"k = pk/ok 
Xk+ I ~ X k --~ (XkU k 
if xk+~ is accurate nough, then quit 
rk+l  = rk  - -  ~kC 
?k+l = ~k - ~kAT~k 
end 
Algorithm 1. Bi-CG 
Choose an initial guess x0 and some F0 
Vo = b - Axo 
I I - - I  = I~--1 = 0 ,  ~- -1  = 0"--1 = 1 
for k = 0, 1,2,... do 
pk = (rk,~0) 
~k = ( -  1/~k-1 ) (m/ok-1  )
l)k ~ rk  - -  ~k i lk - I  
W k = V k - -  ~k(Uk_ l  - -  f l kWk_ l )  
c =mwk 
ok = (c,~0) 
~k = pk/ok 
I l  k = r k - -  O~kC 
Xk+l = xk + ~k(Vk + Ilk) 
if Xk+~ is accurate nough, then quit 
rk+~ = rk - ~kA(vk + Ilk) 
end 
Algorithm 2. CGS 
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Obviously, there is a variety of possibilities for the polynomials q~k. In the next sections we 
investigate polynomials that are similar to the Bi-CG polynomial, i.e., polynomials that are defined 
by a coupled two-term recurrence. This leads to a generalized CGS (GCGS) algorithm, of which 
CGS and Bi-CGSTAB are just particular instances. 
3. Disadvantages of squaring the iteration polynomial 
For an eigenvalue 2 of A, the component of the CGS residual, in the direction of the eigenvector 
associated with 2, is equal to v;~bk(2) , where v;~ is the component of r0 in the direction of the same 
eigenvector (assuming 2 is a semi-simple igenvalue). The corresponding component of the Bi-CG 
residual is precisely v;~b~(2) and the tendency of [~bk(2)[ to be small for nonlarge k and for exterior 
2 explains the good reduction abilities of CGS with respect o the exterior components. 
Unfortunately, squaring has disadvantages: [4~k(A)l 2 may be large even if [v;~qSk(2)[ is moderate. 
This may happen especially during the initial stage of the process (when k is small) and the CGS 
component will be extremely large. In such a case, the CGS residual rk is extremely large. Although 
the next residual rk+~ may be moderate, a single large residual is enough to prevent he process of 
finding an accurate final approximate solution in finite precision arithmetic: in [23, Section 2.2], (see 
also [21 ]), it was shown that 
Illrmll2 - [[b -Ax,, l l21 max IIr l12 with F := mnA IIA-'[[2 II IAI 112, (4) 
k ~<m 
where ~ is the relative machine precision and nA is the maximum number of nonzero entries per row 
of A. Except for the constant F this estimate seems to be sharp in practice: in actual computations 
we do not see the factor/" (see [21]). Moreover the local bi-orthogonality, essential for Bi-CG and 
(implicitly) for CGS, will seriously be disturbed. 2 This will slow down the speed of convergence. 
CGS is notorious for large intermediate r siduals and irregular convergencebehavior. The fact that 
[~k(~,)[ 2 can  be large was precisely the reason in [25] to reject the choice ~b k = ~bk and to consider 
a product of degree 1 factors that locally minimize the residual with respect o the norm II • 112. As 
anticipated, this approach usually improves the attainable accuracy, (i.e., the distance between Ilrmll2 
and l ib-Ax,. l l2; cf. (4)) as well as the rate of convergence. However, the degree 1 factors do not 
tend to favor the reduction of the exterior components as we wish here. 
In summary, we wish to avoid "quadratically arge" residual components, while retaining "quadrat- 
ically small" components. 
Of course the selected polynomials q~k should also lead to an efficient algorithm. Before specifying 
polynomials ~k in the Sections 5 and 6, we address this efficiency subject in Section 4. 
4. Generalized CGS: methods of CGS type 
In this section we derive an algorithm that delivers rk = ~k(A)gpk(A)ro, where q~k is a polynomial 
defined by a coupled two-term recurrence and where ~bk is the Bi-CG polynomial. 
2 The Neumaier t ick (cf. the "additional note" in Section 7) cures the loss of accuracy, but it does not improve the 
speed of convergence [22]. 
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Consider the Bi-CG recurrence for the search directions u~ and the residuals r~+l 
u_~ =0,  ro = b -  Axo, (5) 
u~ = r~ - flkuk_~, (6) 
r~+l = r~ - ~Au~,  (7) 
and the polynomial recurrence for the polynomials q~+l and ~ evaluated in A 
~_,(A) = 0, q~0(A) - I, (8) 
~(A)  = q~(A) -  f l~_ , (A) ,  (9) 
~k+,(A)  = ~(A)  - "~kA~(A) ,  (10) 
for scalar sequences (~,) and (ilk). For ease of notation we will write ~, for q~k(A) and ~uk for t~k(A) 
from now on. Our goal is to compute Vk+l = tbk+lrk+~. We will concentrate on the vector updates 
first, i.e., for the moment we will assume that the iteration coefficients ~k and flk are explicitly given. 
Suppose we have the following vectors at step k: 
7Jk-lUk-1, ~k-lrk, ~kUk-J and 4~krk. (11) 
Note that for k = 0 these vectors are well defined. We proceed by showing how the index of vectors 
in (11 ) can be increased. 
We use the Bi-CG recurrence (6) to update 4~kUk: 
~kUk = q~krk - ~kt~kUk- I  • 
Before we can update ~UkUk a similar way, i.e., 
7Jku~ = ~krk -- flk TtkUk-1, (12) 
we need the vectors kVkr k and ~kUk- l .  These vectors follow from (9): 
~Ukrk = q~krk -- flkTJk--lrk, (13) 
7~kUk-l = ~kUk-l - flk~Pk-lUk-l. (14) 
This in combination with (12) gives us ~kUk. The vectors 7Jkrk+l and ~k+~Uk follow from (7) 
and (10): 
tPkrk+l = tpkrk -- ~kATtkUk, 
~k + l U~ = q~Uk -- "~ A ~ ~u~. 
Finally, to obtain q~+~r~+~ we apply the recurrences (7) and (10): 
fb~rk+~ = ~kr~ - 7~A~kuk,  (15) 
(bk+lr~+l = ~krk+~ -- "~kA T~krk+l. (16) 
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When ak and ~k are known before updating (15) and (16), we can avoid one of the matrix-vector 
products by combining these equations. This leads to 
Cbk+lrk+l = ~krk -- A(~k~kUk -- ~k ~Ukrk+l ),
and, hence, we only need A~kuk and A(~k~kUk --~k~krk+l ) in order to complete one iteration step, 
and the corresponding computational scheme needs two matrix-vector multiplications per iteration 
step, just as CGS. 
The iteration coefficients ~k and flk have to be computed such that rk and Auk are orthogonal to the 
Krylov subspace /Ck(AT;~0). According to (1) and (2), these coefficients are determined by 0h-l/0h, 
Pk and ak. From (10) it follows that the leading coefficient of ~k is (--~k-I)(--~k-2)'" '(--~0) and 
hence 
0k-i --1 
Oh ~k-1" 
For the scalar Pk we can rewrite the inner product (cf. (3)): 
pk = (~krk,~0) .  
Note that the vector ~bkrk is available. However, for the scalar ak rewriting the inner product does 
not help because Aq~kuk is no longer available, since we have combined (15) and (16). Fortunately, 
we can replace A~kuk by the vector A~Pkuk, which is available. It follows from (9) that the degree 
of ~k - q~k is smaller than k and thus that 
(A(q~k - 7Jk)Uk,-ro) = (Auk,(~k(A T) - t~k(AT))r0) = 0. 
Therefore, we have that 
ak = (A ~k uk, ~0). 
The algorithm for this 9eneralized CGS (GCGS) method is given as Algorithm 3. In this algo- 
rithm, the following substitutions have been made: 
uk-! = q~kuk-~, Vk = q~kUk, Wk = !PkUk, 
rk = q)krk, sk = ~Ukrk+~ and tk = ~krk, 
and Eqs. (12) and (14) are combined to one single equation. 
The algorithm is very similar to Algorithm 2. In terms of computational work per iteration step (per 
2 matrix-vector multiplications) GCGS needs only two more vector updates than CGS; moreover, 
GCGS needs only storage for two more vectors. 
In Sections 5 and 6 we will discuss some possible choices for the recurrence coefficients of the 
polynomials ~k. Section 5 contains the well known CGS and Bi-CGSTAB method. The new methods 
can be found in Section 6. 
5. Well-known methods of CGS type 
We present here the CGS and the Bi-CGSTAB method to show that they fit in the frame of 
generalized CGS methods and to facilitate comparison of efficiencies. 
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Choose an initial guess x0 and some ~0 
ro = b -Axo  
11_ 1 = W_ 1 = S_  1 = O, 
~-1 =a-1  =~- i  =a-1  = 1 
for k = 0, 1,2,. . .  do 
pk : (rk,~0) 
~, = ( -  1/~,_ ~ )(p~/~k- ~ )
v, = r, - f lku,- i  
choose flk 
tk : I'k - -  ~kSk -1 
Wk = tk - -  f l k (Uk_ l  - -  f l kW~_~)  
c = Awk 
ak = (c ,~o)  
S k = t k - -  O~ kC 
choose ~,  
U k = I~ k - -  "~k c 
Xk+J = Xk + O~kVk Jr- "~kSk 
if xk+l is accurate enough, then quit 
rk+l  = rk - A(~v~ + ~s~)  
end 
Algorithm 3. GCGS 
5.1. CGS.  using the B i -CG polynomia ls  
The choice ~k = ak, flk = flk leads to CGS. In Algorithm 3 the vectors vk and tk as well as the 
vectors uk and sk are identical in this situation and some computational steps are now redundant. 
5.2. B i -CGSTAB."  using products  o f  opt imal  f i rst-degree factors  
As explained in Section 3, to avoid irregular convergence and large intermediate residuals, a 
product of degree 1 factors that locally minimize the residual is suggested in [25]. 
In our formulation Bi-CGSTAB can be obtained as follows. Take flk --- 0, so that the recurrences 
(12) - (16)  reduce to 
~bk uk = ~k rk -- flk 4'k uk_ 1, 
Cbkrk+l = q~,rk -- ~kA~kuk, 
~b,+l uk = <OkUk -- ~,A~kuk,  
q~+lrk+l = qbkr,+l -- ~kA~,r~+l, 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
and take ~k such that Hq',rk+l -~kA~rk+l  I]2 is minimal. Hence, 
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~k = ( 45krk + l ,A ~b~rk +l )/ ( A q~krk + i ,A ~krk + l ). 
For efficiency reasons one usually combines (17) and (19). Notice that q~k is now a product of the 
linear factors (1 - ~kt). 
A pseudo-code for Bi-CGSTAB is given in Algorithm 4. 
Choose an initial guess x0 and some ~0 
ro = b - Axo 
U_ 1 : W_  1 : S_  1 : O, 
0~-1 = (7--1 = ~-1  = "~--1 = 1 
for k = 0, 1,2,. . .  do 
pk = (rk,~0) 
~k = ( -  1/~k_l )(Pk/~k-1 )
W k = r k - -  ~k(Wk_ l  - -  "~kek_ l  ) 
Ck = Awk 
ak = (ck,~0) 
~k = p~/ak 
S k = r k - -  O~kC k
tk = Ask 
~ = (sk, tk)/(tk, tk ) 
Xk+~ = Xk + ~kWk + ~kSk 
if Xk+~ is accurate nough, then quit 
¢k+1 = sk - ~ktk 
end 
Algorithm 4. Bi-CGSTAB 
6. New methods of CGS type 
The BiCGstab methods generally converge more smoothly than CGS, but they do not approximate 
the exterior components of  the solution as well as CGS. We wish to preserve this approximation 
property, while smoothing the convergence at the same time. 3 
6.1. CGS2:  using related B i -CG po lynomia ls  
We will arguethat  a related Bi-CG polynomial will meet our conditions to a certain extent: in 
this subsection, ~b k is the Bi-CG polynomial generated by r0 and ~0, some vector different from ~0. 
For ~0 one may take, for instance, a random vector. The roots of the Bi-CG polynomial ~bk con- 
verge (for increasing k) towards eigenvalues corresponding to eigenvectors with nonzero weights 
3 AS explained in Section 3, we want smooth convergence by avoiding a priori extremely large components. The 
smoothing techniques in, e.g., [26], work a posteriori and do not affect he rate of convergence nor the attainable 
accuracy. 
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v>.. The roots of this 4~k will converge to the same eigenvalues, but, and this is important, in a 
different manner. If both ~bk and q~k reduce a component of r0 poorly, as may be the case ini- 
tially, then both corresponding roots have not yet converged to the corresponding eigenvalue. In 
other words, both qSk(2) and ~k(2) are significantly different from zero. But, since both polyno- 
mials are distinct, the product IqS~(2)qSk(2)l is smaller than max(kbk(2)[ z, [(~k(2)[ 2) and  one may 
hope that applying ~k(A)Ok(A) as a reduction operator to r0 will not lead to as bad an ampli- 
fication of this component as ~bk(A) 2 (CGS). If both qSk and q~k reduce a component of r0 well, 
as may be the case later in the iteration process, then both corresponding roots have converged 
to the same corresponding eigenvalue. In this case we have a quadratic reduction of that compo- 
nent. 
We give more details for the resulting scheme. The scheme is very efficient: although we work 
(implicitly) with two different Bi-CG processes the iteration steps do not require matrix-vector mul- 
tiplications in addition to the ones in the GCGS scheme (Algorithm 3). As before, we write q~k(A) 
as ~bk (and t}k(A) as ~u). 
As with the Bi-CG polynomial ~bk (see Section 2), we seek coefficients ~k and ~ such that 4~kr0 
and A~Pkro are orthogonal to the Krylov subspace E~(AT;~0). According to (1) and (2) we may 
write 
~k -- Ok--l~ P~ and ~, ==-~8~, 
O k (~k-- 1 O'k 
where 
Pk = (@kr0, zk(AV)s0) and 8k = (A~kro,)~k(Ar)so) (21) 
and Ok is the leading coefficient of some polynomial )(k of degree k and Zk(0) = 1. Normally, like in 
Bi-CG, practically any choice for )~k would lead to another two-term recurrence in order to construct a
basis for K~(AT;~0). That would make the algorithm expensive, especially since matrix multiplications 
are involved. Surprisingly, we can avoid this construction, and thus the computational work, because 
we can use the Bi-CG polynomial qSk, which is already (implicitly) available. Replacing Zk by qSk 
in (21 ) gives us for the iteration coefficients that 
Pk, /~k- - -1  ill, and ~k==-  
0~k -- 1 Gk-  I O'k 
where 
/)~ = (q~kr0, q~k(AT)s'0) = (q~qSk(A)r0,s0) = (rk,s'0) 
~k = (A ~k ro, dpk (A T )So ) = (A ~k 49k (A )ro,-So ) = (A vk,-So ). 
Here we used the fact that multiplication with polynomials in A is commutative: 
dpk( A ) ~k(A )ro = ~k(A ) 4)k(A )ro = rbkrk 
dpk(A) ~k(A)ro = ~k(A) (~k(A)ro = ~krk. 
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Choose an initial guess Xo, some ~o and some 3o 
ro = b -Axo  
I I--1 = W-- I  = S - I  = 0 ,  
a_ l=O_ l=a_ l=a_ l= l  
for k = O, 1,2,... do 
p~ = (rk,~0) 
flk = ( -  1/~k-1 )(Pk/ak-I ) 
Vk = rk -- fl~uk-~ 
~k = (rk,~o) 
flk = ( -  1/c~_l )(Pk/ak-, ) 
tk = rk - -  ~kSk  -1  
Wk = tk -- flk(Uk-I -- f lkWk- l )  
C =AWk 
~ ~ = ( c, -~o )
~k = pk/a~ 
sk = tk - ~kc 
"~k = (c jo )  
I lk ~ ~k - -  ~kC 
Xk+l = Xk + ~kVk + "~kSk 
if Xk+~ is accurate nough, then quit 
rk+t = rk -- A(~kvk + "~kSk) 
end 
Algor i thm 5. CGS2 
A pseudo-code for this computational scheme, which we will call CGS2,  is given in Algorithm 5. 
Compared with CGS, CGS2 needs two more vector updates and two more inner products per iteration 
and storage for three additional vectors. 
6.2. Sh i f ted  CGS." using de layed B i -CG po lynomia ls  
We wish to avoid extremely large factors I~k(~)~k(~)l. Such factors may occur if q~k~k has a 
(nearly) double root corresponding to an eigenvector component that has not converged (yet). The 
choice of q~k in the preceding section does not exclude this possibility. In our approach below, we 
explicitly try to avoid these unwanted ouble roots associated with eigenvector components hat have 
not converged yet. As before, we still want to have near double roots corresponding to converged 
components. 
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It is well known that for A = A T the roots of the Bi-CG polynomial qSk_~ separate those of qSk 
and a product of these two polynomials eems to be a good candidate for avoiding large residuals. 
This idea can be implemented as follows. 
For some p E C, take 
or equivalently, take 
/~k=0 and ~k=#,  fo rk=0,  
/~k=/~k-1 and ~k=~k-1, fo rk> 0. 
in the GCGS algorithm in Algorithm 3. 
A possible choice for/~ is, for instance, the inverse of an approximation for the largest eigenvalue 
of A. This value for /~ can be roughly determined with Gershgorin disks or with a few steps of 
Arnoldi's algorithm. As explained in the previous section, one may expect a smoother convergence 
behavior for symmetric problems. Additionally, the choice of # may reduce the influence of the 
largest eigenvalue on the convergence behavior. For general nonsymmetric problems, where complex 
roots may appear, one may hope for a similar behavior of this scheme. We will refer to this approach 
as Shifted CGS. Note that in terms of computational work we save 2 inner products as compared 
with CGS2. 
7. Numerical examples 
The new GCGS methods (in Section 6) do not seem to be superior to BiCGstab(f) as solvers of 
linear equations (although it seems they can compete). This should not come as a surprise, because 
they were not designed for this purpose. However, as we will see, they can be attractive as linear 
solver in a Newton scheme for nonlinear equations. The GCGS methods improve on CGS, with 
smoother and faster convergence, avoiding large intermediate r siduals, leading to more accurate 
approximations ( ee, Section 7.1 for CGS2, and Section 7.2 for Shifted CGS). At the same time, 
they seem to maintain the good reduction properties of CGS with respect o the exterior components, 
and thus improving on BiCGstab methods as solvers in a Newton scheme (see, Sections 7.3 and 7.4). 
For large realistic problems, it is hard to compare xplicitly the effects of the linear solvers on, 
say, the exterior components. Here, we support he validity of our heuristic arguments by showing 
that the convergence behavior in the numerical examples is in line with our predictions. 
7.1. CharacterPstics of  CGS2 
The CGS2 algorithm (Algorithm 5), which uses a product of two nearby Bi-CG polynomials, was 
tested with success at IIS in Ziirich (this section) and at Philips in Eindhoven (Section 7.3). 
At IIS the package PIL$ [18] written in C and FORTRAN was used for solving two linear 
systems extracted from the simulation of two devices called dr lSc  and mct70c, respectively. The 
computations were done on a Sun Sparc 10 in double precision (7 ~ 0.5 × 10 -iS) and ILU(0) [18,14] 
was used as a preconditioner. The plots in Figs. 1 and 2 show the convergence behavior of CGS2, 
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Fig. 1. Convergence history for device drl5c, 469741 nonzeros (ILU(O) preconditioning). 
CGS, Bi-CGSTAB, and BiCGstab(2). In CGS2 we took random vectors for both T0 and ~0. In the 
other methods we took the standard choice T0 = r0. Along the x-axis the number of matrix-vector 
multiplications is given. The y-axis represents the relative residual norm []rk ll2/llroll2 on logarithmic 
scale. 
One observation is that CGS2 does not amplify the initial residual as much as CGS does. Its 
convergence behavior is much smoother. When we tried CGS with a random vector as T0 too, 
its convergence behavior improved, but still CGS2 was better. Furthermore, the plots show that 
CGS2 can compete with Bi-CGSTAB and BiCGstab(2). The accuracy of the approximate solution 
delivered by all methods was of comparable size, except for the accuracy of the approximate solution 
of CGS in mct70e, which was two orders of magnitude less than the others. Since the iterations 
were terminated when I l r k l lg l l ro l l2  ~ 10-9 and the relative machine precision is ~ ~ 0.5 × 10 -is, these 
results are in line with (4). 
7.2. Characteristics of shifted CGS 
The shifted CGS method (Section 6.2) uses a combination with a lower degree Bi-CG polynomial. 
In the examples to be discussed next, the parameter p was taken as the inverse of the real part of 
the largest eigenvalue estimate, delivered by a few steps of Amoldi's algorithm. Along the x-axis the 
number of matrix-vector multiplications is given and the y-axis represents the scaled true residual 
norm l ib - Axkll2/llroll2. 
7.2.1. Example 1 
We start with a system with a symmetric positive-definite matrix. For such a system the poly- 
nomial behavior of the error reduction with CGS is more easily interpreted, and because of the 
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Fig. 2. Convergence history for device mct70c,  1969203 nonzeros ( ILU(0) preconditioning). 
orthogonal eigensystem the situation is not further confused with arguments in angles between sub- 
spaces. The linear system stems from a (82 x 83) finite volume discretization over the unit square, 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions along y = 0 and Neumann conditions along the other parts of 
the boundary, of 
-(Dux)x - (Duy)y = 1, 
where the function D is defined as 
D = 1000 for 0.1 <~x,y<.O.9, and D = 1 elsewhere. 
Symmetric ILU(0) preconditioning [14] was used. Fig. 3 confirms our heuristic arguments that for a 
symmetric system a combination with a lower degree Bi-CG polynomial can make the convergence 
somewhat smoother. The three peaks in the convergence history for CGS are not found in the history 
for our shifted CGS variant. Notice that full accuracy of the approximate solution is attained for both 
methods, as may be explained by the fact that no residual norm is larger than the initial residual 
norm (cf. (4)). 
7.2.2. Example 2 
This example is taken from [3]. The linear system stems from a (42 x 42) finite volume dis- 
cretization over the unit square with Dirichlet boundary conditions, of 
-Au+2exp(2(x2+y2) )ux  - 100u=F,  
where the right-hand side is taken such that the vector with all ones is the solution. ILU(0) pre- 
conditioning was used. 
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The convergence behavior of both methods reflects the fact that the matrix is now nonsymmetric. 
Both methods converge less smoothly. The improvement is not impressive, but on the average it 
seems that all residual norms of shifted CGS stay well below those with CGS. As a result, the 
accuracy of shifted CGS is two orders of magnitude better compared to the accuracy with CGS: the 
maximum intermediate r sidual for CGS is ~3 x 102 times larger than the maximum one of shifted 
CGS (cf. Fig. 4 and (4)). 
7.3. CGS2 as linear solver in a Newton scheme 
In this subsection we discuss numerical results of nonlinear device simulations in which the linear 
system of equations that appear in Newton's method are solved by CGS2, CGS, and Bi-CGSTAB. 
The numerical data for the figures was obtained from device simulations with the package CURRY [17], 
written in FORTRAN, developed at Philips in Eindhoven. In this package the Jacobian matrices are 
explicitly formed. The computations were done on an HP workstation in double precision. With 
this package the evolution of the solution of the device CAP01T with respect o Time (in sec- 
onds), and of the device DIODE with respect o voltage (in volt), is followed by a continuation 
method [8]. 
In each continuation step the value of the relevant parameter (volt or second) is increased 
by a certain step size and the next solution is computed by a Newton process in which the 
solution of the previous step is used as an initial guess. The irregularities in the convergence 
history in the figures are caused by convergence failures of the Newton process. In case New- 
ton's method fails to converge for a particular step size, CURRY tries to solve this subproblem 
by using the continuation method with the step size halved. If Newton's method again fails to 
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converge for this subproblem, this strategy is repeated up to 5 times (after which CURRY gives 
up). 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the convergence behavior of CURRY in combination with CGS2, CGS, or 
Bi-CGSTAB (all with ILU(0) preconditioning), as a linear solver in the consecutive Newton steps. 
Actually, for reasons explained in the introduction of this paper, CURRY, in the case of Bi-CGSTAB, 
switches to CGS in the last step of the Newton process for a particular continuation step. This 
improves the overall convergence of the continuation method significantly. 
The figures should be understood as follows. The vertical axis shows the value of the continuation 
parameter, dictated by the continuation strategy in CURRY. The horizontal axis shows the cumulative 
number of matrix multiplications (MVs) used by the linear solver. The simulation is a success when 
the bottom of the plot is reached. The execution time is proportional to the number of MVs, so the 
fewer MVs the better the performance. 
Fig. 5 shows the convergence behavior of a transient phase simulation (from 3 to 4 V) in Time 
for the device CAP01T. With all three choices of the linear solvers CGS2, CGS, and Bi-CGSTAB+ 
(the "+" indicating the switch to CGS), the package CURRY manages to compute the solution 
of a full simulation. Clearly, CGS2 is the method of choice in this example. Observe the long 
stagnation phase between 10 -9 and 10 -8 s. Typically, in other transient simulations (not shown 
here) with similar stagnation phases, CGS2 improved the overall performance of CURRY signifi- 
cantly. 
Fig. 6 shows the convergence behavior of a simulation for the voltage (from 0 to 40 V) of the 
device DIODE. The plot shows a typical convergence behavior of CURRY for simulation of "difficult" 
devices for which the combination of CURRY and CGS fails, e.g., in this case almost immediately 
(and therefore hard to see in the plot). The combination with Bi-CGSTAB+ converges initially 
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much better than the combination with CGS2, but stalls at voltage level 23 and fails. CURRY with 
CGS2, on the other hand, after some difficulties in the initial phase, converges quite rapidly. In 
this example, and also in others, only the combination of CURRY with CGS2 is able to compute the 
solution of a full simulation. 
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7.4. Shifted CGS as linear solver in a Newton scheme 
Here we present a comparison of shifted CGS and other linear solvers in a Newton scheme for 
solving the classical driven cavity problem from incompressible fluid flow. We compare shifted 
CGS, CGS2, CGS, Bi-CGSTAB, and BiCGstab(2). In step k of the Newton process, the lin- 
ear system (involving the exact Jacobian), is solved to a relative residual norm reduction of 2-k 
(see [4]), subject to a maximum of 100 matrix-vector multiplications. The correction vector ob- 
tained in this way was then used in a linesearch procedure [5] to get the new approximation. 
If the relative change of the (Newton) residual was less than low6 the iterations were 
stopped. 
Following closely the presentations in [8,2] the driven cavity problem in stream function-vorticity 
formulation is described by these equations: 
vdo + (4%~~~ - Q&Q) = 0 in 0, 
-A$ = co in Q, 
$ = 0 on aS2, 
~(X&D = 1 
1 ifx*=l, 
0 ifO<x2 < 1, 
where Q is the unit square and the viscosity v is the reciprocal of the Reynolds number Re. In terms 
of $ alone this can be written as 
vA*rl/ + ($&b& - rclx,@+&) = 0 in Q 
subject to the same boundary conditions. This equation was discretized with central differences on 
a 41 x 41 regular grid. As preconditioner we used the Modified ILU(2) decomposition [9] of the 
biharmonic operator A *. As initial guess we took $ = 0. 
In Fig. 7 we show a plot of the convergence of Newton for Re=lOOO. The marks indicate a 
Newton step. Also in this example, the parameter p in Shifted CGS was taken as the inverse 
of the real part of the largest eigenvalue estimate, delivered by a few steps of Arnoldi’s algo- 
rithm. 
As can be seen clearly, only the combination of Newton with Shifted CGS and CGS2 is successful 
in this example. The combination with CGS can keep up in the beginning but then CGS has trouble 
solving the linear system, which causes the stagnation. The combination with Bi-CGSTAB stagnates 
all together. This could be attributed to the fact that BGCGSTAB is not able to solve the linear 
systems, because they are very nonsymmetric [20]. BiCGstab(2) on the other hand is able to solve 
the linear systems (in the beginning) but apparently delivers a correction that is not of much use to 
Newton. 
Note that in this case the combination of Newton with shifted CGS is preferable, because it is 
more efficient: shifted CGS uses two inner products less than CGS2. 
Additional note. In [25] it was observed that replacing the residual rk in CGS by the true resid- 
ual b - Aq has a negative effect on the iteration process. Recently, it came to our attention that 
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Fig. 7. Driven Cavity: Convergence behavior of Newton in combination with different linear solvers. 
Neumaier [16] reports good results with a different strategy that does include the use of the true 
residual. His strategy can be summarized as follows: 
Add the line "Xbest = 0" after the first line in CGS 
and replace the last line with 
rk+] = b - Axk+l 
if []rk+j [12 ~ [[rbestl[2 then 
b -----/'best = rk+l 
Xbest = Xbest -[- Xk+l 
Xk+ I = 0 
endif 
We have tested this approach on several problems and for those problems we confirm the obser- 
vation that indeed this modification to CGS has no adverse influence on the convergence behavior 
and that accuracy is reached within machine precision (i.e., ][[rml]2 - l ib -  Axml[2[ < ~F 11rol[2 with 
F as in (4)). For an explanation and other related strategies, see [22]. 
8. Conclusions 
We have shown how the CGS algorithm can be generalized to a method that uses the product 
of two nearby Bi-CG polynomials as a reduction operator on the initial residual. Two methods 
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are suggested to improve the accuracy and the speed of  convergence, without losing the quadratic 
reduction of  errors in converged eigenvector directions. This is important, since the Newton process 
seems to benefit from this property. Several numerical examples are given that confirm our heuristic 
arguments. 
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